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CONVERGENCE OF A FINITE-VOLUME SCHEME FOR A
DEGENERATE CROSS-DIFFUSION MODEL FOR ION TRANSPORT
CLE´MENT CANCE`S, CLAIRE CHAINAIS-HILLAIRET, ANITA GERSTENMAYER,
AND ANSGAR JU¨NGEL
Abstract. An implicit Euler finite-volume scheme for a degenerate cross-diffusion sys-
tem describing the ion transport through biological membranes is analyzed. The strongly
coupled equations for the ion concentrations include drift terms involving the electric po-
tential, which is coupled to the concentrations through the Poisson equation. The cross-
diffusion system possesses a formal gradient-flow structure revealing nonstandard degen-
eracies, which lead to considerable mathematical difficulties. The finite-volume scheme
is based on two-point flux approximations with “double” upwind mobilities. It preserves
the structure of the continuous model like nonnegativity, upper bounds, and entropy dis-
sipation. The degeneracy is overcome by proving a new discrete Aubin-Lions lemma of
“degenerate” type. Under suitable assumptions, the existence and uniqueness of bounded
discrete solutions, a discrete entropy inequality, and the convergence of the scheme is
proved. Numerical simulations of a calcium-selective ion channel in two space dimensions
indicate that the numerical scheme is of first order.
1. Introduction
The ion transport through biological channels plays an important role in all living or-
ganisms. On a macroscopic level, the transport can be described by nonlinear partial dif-
ferential equations for the ion concentrations (or, more precisely, volume fractions) and the
surrounding electric potential. A classical model for ion transport are the Poisson-Nernst-
Planck equations [25], which satisfy Fick’s law for the fluxes. However, this approach does
not include size exclusion effects in narrow ion channels. Taking into account the finite size
of the ions, one can derive from an on-lattice model in the diffusion limit another set of
differential equations with fluxes depending on the gradients of all species [10, 27]. These
nonlinear cross-diffusion terms are common in multicomponent systems [23, Chapter 4].
In this paper, we propose an implicit Euler finite-volume discretization of the resulting
cross-diffusion system. The scheme is designed in such a way that the nonnegativity and
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upper bound of the concentrations as well as the entropy dissipation is preserved on the
discrete level.
More specifically, the evolution of the concentrations ui and fluxes Fi of the ith ion
species is governed by the equations
(1) Btui ` divFi “ 0, Fi “ ´Di
`
u0∇ui ´ ui∇u0 ` u0uiβzi∇Φ
˘
in Ω, t ą 0,
for i “ 1, . . . , n, where u0 “ 1 ´
řn
i“1 ui is the concentration (volume fraction) of the
electro-neutral solvent, Di ą 0 is a diffusion coefficient, β ą 0 is the (scaled) inverse
thermal voltage, and zi P R the charge of the ith species. Observe that we assumed
Einstein’s relation which says that the quotient of the diffusion and mobility coefficients
is constant, and we call this constant 1{β. The electric potential is determined by the
Poisson equation
(2) ´ λ2∆Φ “
nÿ
i“1
ziui ` f in Ω,
where λ2 is the (scaled) permittivity constant and f “ fpxq is a permanent background
charge density. Equations (1) and (2) are solved in a bounded domain Ω Ă Rd.
In order to match experimental conditions, the boundary BΩ is supposed to consist of two
parts, the insulating part ΓN , on which no-flux boundary conditions are prescribed, and
the union ΓD of boundary contacts with external reservoirs, on which the concentrations
are fixed. The electric potential is prescribed at the electrodes on ΓD. This leads to the
mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions
Fi ¨ ν “ 0 on ΓN , ui “ ui on ΓD, i “ 1, . . . , n,(3)
∇Φ ¨ ν “ 0 on ΓN , Φ “ Φ on ΓD,(4)
where the boundary data puiq1ďiďn and Φ can be defined on the whole domain Ω. Finally,
we prescribe the initial conditions
(5) uip¨, 0q “ uIi in Ω, i “ 1, . . . , n.
The main mathematical difficulties of equations (1) are the strong coupling and the
fact that the diffusion matrix pAijpuqq, defined by Aijpuq “ Diui for i ‰ j and Aiipuq “
Dipu0`uiq is not symmetric and not positive definite. It was shown in [10, 22] that system
(1) possesses a formal gradient-flow structure. This means that there exists a (relative)
entropy functional Hrus “ ş
Ω
hpuqdx with the entropy density
hpuq “
nÿ
i“0
ż ui
ui
log
s
ui
ds` βλ
2
2
|∇pΦ´ Φq|2,
where u “ pu1, . . . , unq and u0 “ 1´
řn
i“1 ui, such that (1) can be formally written as
Btui “ div
ˆ nÿ
j“1
Bij∇wj
˙
,
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where Bii “ Diu0ui, Bij “ 0 for i ‰ j provide a diagonal positive definite matrix, and wj
are the entropy variables, defined by
Bh
Bui “ wi ´ wi, where
wi “ log ui
u0
` βziΦ, wi “ log ui
u0
` βziΦ, i “ 1, . . . , n.
We refer to [20, Lemma 7] for the computation of Bh{Bui.
The entropy structure of (1) is useful for two reasons. First, it leads to L8 bounds for
the concentrations. Indeed, the transformation pu,Φq ÞÑ w to entropy variables can be
inverted, giving u “ upw,Φq with
uipw,Φq “ exppwi ´ βziΦq
1`řnj“1 exppwj ´ βzjΦq , i “ 1, . . . , n.
Then ui is positive and bounded from above, i.e.
(6) u P D “
"
u P p0, 1qn :
nÿ
i“1
ui ă 1
*
.
This yields L8 bounds without the use of a maximum principle. Second, the entropy
structure leads to gradient estimates via the entropy inequality
dH
dt
` 1
2
ż
Ω
nÿ
i“1
Diu0ui|∇wi|2dx ď C,
where the constant C ą 0 depends on the Dirichlet boundary data. Because of
(7)
nÿ
i“1
u0ui
ˇˇˇˇ
∇ log
ui
u0
ˇˇˇˇ2
“ 4
nÿ
i“1
u0|∇u1{2i |2 ` 4|∇u1{20 |2 ` |∇u0|2,
we achieve gradient estimates for u
1{2
0 ui and u
1{2
0 . Since u0 may vanish locally, this does not
give gradient bounds for ui, which expresses the degenerate nature of the cross-diffusion
system. As a consequence, the flux has to be formulated in the terms of gradients of u
1{2
0 ui
and u
1{2
0 only, namely
(8) Fi “ ´Di
`
u
1{2
0 ∇pu1{20 uiq ´ 3u1{20 ui∇u1{20 ` u0uiβzi∇Φ
˘
.
The challenge is to derive a discrete version of this formulation. It turns out that (24)
below is the right formulation in our context (assuming vanishing drift parts).
Our aim is to design a numerical approximation of (1) which preserves the structural
properties of the continuous equations. This suggests to use the entropy variables as the
unknowns, as it was done in our previous work [20] with simulations in one space dimension.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to perform a numerical convergence analysis with
these variables. The reason is that we need discrete chain rules in order to formulate
(7) on the discrete level and these discrete chain rules seem to be not easily available.
Therefore, we use the original variables ui for the numerical discretization. Interestingly,
we are still able to prove that the scheme preserves the nonnegativity, upper bound, and
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entropy inequality. However, the upper bound comes at a price: We need to assume that
all diffusion coefficients Di are the same. Under this assumption, u0 “ 1 ´
řn
i“1 ui solves
a drift-diffusion equation for which the (discrete) maximum principle can be applied. It is
not surprising that the L8 bound can be shown only under an additional condition, since
cross-diffusion systems usually do not allow for a maximum principle.
The key observation for the numerical discretization is that the fluxes can be written
on each cell in a “double” drift-diffusion form, i.e., both Fi “ ´Dipu0∇ui ´ uiViq and
Vi “ ∇u0 ´ βziu0∇Φ have the structure ∇v ` vF , where ∇v is the diffusion term and
vF is the drift term. We discretize F and V by using a two-point flux aproximation with
“double” upwind mobilities.
Our analytical results are stated and proved for no-flux boundary conditions on BΩ.
Mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions could be prescribed as well, but the proofs
would become even more technical. The main results are as follows.
‚ We prove the existence of solutions to the fully discrete numerical scheme (Theorem
1). If the drift part vanishes, the solution is unique. The existence proof uses a
topological degree argument in finite space dimensions, while the uniqueness proof is
based on the entropy method of Gajewski [18], recently extended to cross-diffusion
systems [20, 28].
‚ Thanks to the “double” upwind structure, the scheme preserves the nonnegativity
and upper bound for the concentrations (at least if Di “ D for all i). Moreover,
convexity arguments show that the discrete entropy is dissipated with a discrete
entropy production analogous to (7) (Theorem 2). The proof of the discrete entropy
inequality only works if the drift term vanishes, since we need to control a discrete
version of the sum
řn
i“1 ui from below; see the discussion after Theorem 2.
‚ The discrete solutions converge to the continuous solutions to (1) as the mesh size
tends to zero (Theorem 3). The proof is based on a priori estimates obtained from
the discrete entropy inequality. The compactness is derived from a new discrete
Aubin-Lions lemma, which takes into account the nonstandard degeneracy of the
equations; see Lemma 10 in the appendix.
‚ Numerical experiments for a calcium-selective ion channel in two space dimensions
show the dynamical behavior of the solutions and their large-time asymptotics to
the equilibrium. The tests indicate that the order of convergence in the L1 norm is
one.
In the literature, there exist some results on finite-volume schemes for cross-diffusion sys-
tems. An upwind two-point flux approximation similar to our discretization was recently
used in [1] for a seawater intrusion cross-diffusion model. A two-point flux approxima-
tion with a nonlinear positivity-preserving approximation of the cross-diffusion coefficients,
modeling the segregation of a two-species population, was suggested in [4], assuming posi-
tive definiteness of the diffusion matrix. The Laplacian structure of the population model
(still for positive definite matrices) was exploited in [24] to design a convergent linear finite-
volume scheme, which avoids fully implicit approximations. A semi-implicit finite-volume
discretization for a biofilm model with a nonlocal time integrator was proposed in [26].
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Finite-volume schemes for cross-diffusion systems with nonlocal (in space) terms were also
analyzed; see, for instance, [3] for a food chain model and [2] for an epidemic model. More-
over, a finite-volume scheme for a Keller-Segel system with additional cross diffusion and
discrete entropy dissipation property was investigated in [7]. All these models, however,
do not include volume filling and do not possess the degenerate structure explained before.
The paper is organized as follows. The numerical scheme and the main results are
presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the existence and uniqueness of bounded discrete
solutions are shown. We prove the discrete entropy inequality and further a priori estimates
in Section 4, while Section 5 is concerned with the convergence of the numerical scheme.
Numerical experiments are given in Section 6 in order to illustrate the order of convergence
and the long time behavior of the scheme. For the compactness arguments, we need two
discrete Aubin-Lions lemmas which are proved in the appendix.
2. Numerical scheme and main results
2.1. Notations and definitions. We summarize our general hypotheses on the data:
(H1) Domain: Ω Ă Rd (d “ 2 or d “ 3) is an open, bounded, polygonal domain with
BΩ “ ΓD Y ΓN P C0,1, ΓD X ΓN “ H.
(H2) Parameters: T ą 0, Di ą 0, β ą 0, and zi P R, i “ 1, . . . , n.
(H3) Background charge: f P L8pΩq.
(H4) Initial and boundary data: uIi P L8pΩq, ui P H1pΩq satisfy uIi ě 0, ui ě 0 and
1´řni“1 uIi ě 0, 1´řni“1 ui ě 0 in Ω for i “ 1, . . . , n, and Φ P H1pΩq X L8pΩq.
For our main results, we need additional technical assumptions:
(A1) BΩ “ ΓN , i.e., we impose no-flux boundary conditions on the whole boundary.
(A2) The diffusion constants are equal, Di “ D ą 0 for i “ 1, . . . , n.
(A3) The drift terms are set to zero, Φ ” 0.
Remark 1 (Discussion of the assumptions). Assumption (A1) is supposed for simplicity
only. Mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions can be included in the analysis (see,
e.g., [20]), but the proofs become even more technical. Mixed boundary conditions are
chosen in the numerical experiments; therefore, the numerical scheme is defined for that
case. Assumption (A2) is needed for the derivation of an upper bound for the solvent
concentration. Indeed, when Di “ D for all i, summing (1) over i “ 1, . . . , n gives
Btu0 “ D divp∇u0 ´ u0w∇Φq, where w “ β
nÿ
i“1
ziui.
On the discrete level, we replace u0w∇Φ by an upwind approximation. This allows us to
apply the discrete maximum principle showing that u0 ě 0 and hence u “ pu1, . . . , unq P D
with D defined in (6). Finally, Assumption (A3) is needed to derive a discrete version of
the entropy inequality. Without the drift terms, the upwinding value does not depend on
the index of the species, which simplifies some expressions; see Remark 2. 
For the definition of the numerical scheme for (1)-(2), we need to introduce a suitable
discretization of the domain Ω and the interval p0, T q. For simplicity, we consider a uniform
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time discretization with time step △t ą 0, and we set tk “ k△t for k “ 1, . . . , N , where
T ą 0, N P N are given and △t “ T {N . The domain Ω is discretized by a regular and
admissible triangulation in the sense of [16, Definition 9.1]. The triangulation consists of
a family T of open polygonal convex subsets of Ω (so-called cells), a family E of edges (or
faces in three dimensions), and a family of points pxKqKPT associated to the cells. The
admissibility assumption implies that the straight line between two centers of neighboring
cells xKxL is orthogonal to the edge σ “ K|L between two cells K and L. The condition is
satisfied by, for instance, triangular meshes whose triangles have angles smaller than π{2
[16, Examples 9.1] or Voronoi meshes [16, Example 9.2].
We assume that the family of edges E can be split into internal and external edges
E “ Eint Y Eext with Eint “ tσ P E : σ Ă Ωu and Eext “ tσ P E : σ Ă BΩu. Each
exterior edge is assumed to be an element of either the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary,
i.e. Eext “ EDext Y ENext. For given K P T , we define the set EK of the edges of K, which is
the union of internal edges and edges on the Dirichlet or Neumann boundary, and we set
EK,int “ EK X Eint.
The size of the mesh is defined by hpT q “ suptdiampKq : K P T u. For σ P Eint with
σ “ K|L, we denote by dσ “ dpxK , xLq the Euclidean distance between xK and xL, while
for σ P Eext, we set dσ “ dpxK , σq. For a given edge σ P E , the transmissibility coefficient
is defined by
(9) τσ “ mpσq
dσ
,
where mpσq denotes the Lebesgue measure of σ.
We impose a regularity assumption on the mesh: There exists ζ ą 0 such that for all
K P T and σ P EK , it holds that
(10) dpxK , σq ě ζdσ.
This hypothesis is needed to apply discrete functional inequalities (see [6, 16]) and a discrete
compactness theorem (see [19]).
It remains to introduce suitable function spaces for the numerical discretization. The
space HT of piecewise constant functions is defined by
HT “
"
v : ΩÑ R : DpvKqKPT Ă R, vpxq “
ÿ
KPT
vK1Kpxq
*
.
The (squared) discrete H1 norm on this space is given by
(11) }v}21,T “
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpvK ´ vLq2 `
ÿ
KPT
mpKqv2K .
The discrete H´1 norm is the dual norm with respect to the L2 scalar product,
(12) }v}´1,T “ sup
"ż
Ω
vwdx : w P HT , }w}1,T “ 1
*
.
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Then ˇˇˇˇ ż
Ω
vwdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }v}´1,T }w}1,T for v, w P HT .
Finally, we introduce the space HT ,△t of piecewise constant in time functions with values
in HT ,
HT ,△t “
"
v : Ωˆ r0, T s Ñ R : Dpvkqk“1,...,N Ă HT , vpx, tq “
Nÿ
k“1
vkpxq1ptk´1,tkqptq
*
,
equipped with the discrete L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq norm
}v}1,T ,△t “
ˆ Nÿ
k“1
△t}vk}21,T
˙1{2
.
For the numerical scheme, we introduce some further definitions. Let ui P HT with
values ui,σ on the Dirichlet boundary (i “ 1, . . . , n). Then we introduce
DK,σpuiq “ ui,K,σ ´ ui,K,(13)
where ui,K,σ “
$’&’%
ui,L for σ P Eint, σ “ K|L,
ui,σ for σ P EDext,K ,
ui,K for σ P ENext,K ,
ui,σ “ 1
mpσq
ż
σ
uids.
The numerical fluxes FK,σ should be consistent approximations to the exact fluxes through
the edges
ş
σ
F ¨ νds. We impose the conservation of the numerical fluxes FK,σ ` FL,σ “ 0
for edges σ “ K|L, requiring that they vanish on the Neumann boundary edges, FK,σ “ 0
for σ P ENext,K. Then the discrete integration-by-parts formula becomes for u P HTÿ
KPT
ÿ
σPEK
FK,σuK “ ´
ÿ
σPE
FK,σDK,σpuq `
ÿ
σPED
ext
FK,σuK,σ.
When BΩ “ ΓN , this formula simplifies to
(14)
ÿ
KPT
ÿ
σPEK
FK,σuK “
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
FK,σpuK ´ uLq.
2.2. Numerical scheme. We need to approximate the initial, boundary, and given func-
tions on the elements K P T and edges σ P E :
uIi,K “
1
mpKq
ż
K
uIi pxqdx, fK “
1
mpKq
ż
K
fpxqdx,
ui,σ “ 1
mpσq
ż
σ
uids, Φσ “ 1
mpσq
ż
σ
Φds,
and we set uI0,K “ 1´
řn
i“1 u
I
i,K and u0,σ “ 1´
řn
i“1 ui,σ.
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The numerical scheme is as follows. Let K P T , k P t1, . . . , Nu, i “ 1, . . . , n, and
uk´1i,K ě 0 be given. Then the values uki,K are determined by the implicit Euler scheme
(15) mpKqu
k
i,K ´ uk´1i,K
△t
`
ÿ
σPEK
Fki,K,σ “ 0,
where the fluxes Fki,K,σ are given by the upwind scheme
(16) Fki,K,σ “ ´τσDi
´
uk0,σDK,σpuki q ´ uki,σ
`
DK,σpuk0q ´ puk0,σ,iβziDK,σpΦkq˘¯,
where τσ is defined in (9),
uk0,K “ 1´
nÿ
i“1
uki,K, u
k
0,σ “ maxtuk0,K , uk0,Lu,(17)
uki,σ “
#
uki,K if V
k
i,K,σ ě 0,
uki,K,σ if V
k
i,K,σ ă 0,
, puk0,σ,i “
#
uk0,K if ziDK,σpΦkq ě 0,
uk0,K,σ if ziDK,σpΦkq ă 0,
,(18)
and Vki,K,σ is the “drift part” of the flux,
(19) Vki,K,σ “ DK,σpuk0q ´ puk0,σ,iβziDK,σpΦkq
for i “ 1, . . . , n. Observe that we employed a double upwinding: one related to the electric
potential, defining puk0,σ,i, and another one related to the drift part of the flux, Vki,K,σ. The
potential is computed via
(20) ´ λ2
ÿ
σPEK
τσDK,σpΦkq “ mpKq
ˆ nÿ
i“1
ziu
k
i,K ` fK
˙
.
We recall that the numerical boundary conditions are given by ui,σ and Φσ for σ P EDext.
We denote by ui,T ,△t, ΦT ,△t the functions in HT ,△t associated to the values u
k
i,K and Φ
k
K ,
respectively. Moreover, when dealing with a sequence of meshes pTmqm and a sequence of
time steps p△tmqm, we set ui,m “ ui,Tm,△tm , Φm “ ΦTm,△tm .
Remark 2 (Simplified numerical scheme). When Assumptions (A1)-(A3) hold, the nu-
merical scheme simplifies to
mpKqu
k
i,K ´ uk´1i,K
△t
`
ÿ
σPEK,int
Fki,K,σ “ 0,(21)
Fki,K,σ “ ´τσD
´
uk0,σ
`
uki,L ´ uki,K
˘´ uki,σ`uk0,L ´ uk0,K˘¯,(22)
where uk0,K and u
k
0,σ are defined in (17), and the definition of u
k
i,σ simplifies to
uki,σ “
#
uki,K if u
k
0,K ´ uk0,L ď 0,
uki,L if u
k
0,K ´ uk0,L ą 0.
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In the definition of uki,σ, the upwinding value does not depend on i anymore such that
(23)
nÿ
i“0
uki,σ “ 1`maxtuk0,K , uk0,Lu ´mintuk0,K , uk0,Lu “ 1` |uk0,K ´ uk0,L|.
This property is needed to control the sum
řn
i“1 u
k
i,σ from below in the proof of the discrete
entropy inequality; see (35). Finally, we are able to reformulate the discrete fluxes such
that we obtain a discrete version of (8) (without the drift part):
(24) Fi,K,σ “ τσD
"
u
1{2
0,σ
`
u
1{2
0,Kui,K ´ u1{20,Lui,L
˘´ ui,σ`u1{20,K ´ u1{20,L˘ˆu1{20,σ ` 2u1{20,K ` u1{20,L2
˙*
.
This formulation is needed in the convergence analysis. 
2.3. Main results. Since our scheme is implicit and nonlinear, the existence of an ap-
proximate solution is nontrivial. Therefore, our first result concerns the well-posedness of
the numerical scheme.
Theorem 1 (Existence and uniqueness of solutions). Let (H1)-(H4) and (A2) hold. Then
there exists a solution pu,Φq to scheme (15)-(20) satisfying uk P D and, if the initial data
lie in D, uk P D. If additionally Assumptions (A1) and (A3) hold, the solution is unique.
Assumption (A2) is needed to show that uk0 “ 1 ´
řn
i“1 u
k
i is nonnegative. Indeed,
summing (15) and (16) over i “ 1, . . . .n, we obtain
mpKqu
k
0,K ´ uk´10,K
△t
“ ´
ÿ
σPEK
τσ
ˆ
uk0,σDK,σ
ˆ nÿ
i“1
Diu
k
i
˙
´
nÿ
i“1
Diu
k
i,σV
k
i,K,σ
˙
.
Under Assumption (A2), it follows that
řn
i“1Diu
k
i,K “ Dp1 ´ uk0,Kq, and we can apply
the discrete minimum principle, which then implies an L8 bound for uki . This bound
allows us to apply a topological degree argument; see [13, 14]. For the uniqueness proof,
we additionally need Assumption (A3), since we use the entropy method of Gajewski
[18], and it seems that this method cannot be applied to cross-diffusion systems including
drift terms [28]. The idea is to prove first the uniqueness of uk0, which solves a discrete
nonlinear equation, and then to show the uniqueness of uki for i “ 1, . . . , n by introducing a
semimetric dpuk, vkq for two solutions uk “ puk1, . . . , uknq and vk “ pvk1 , . . . , vknq and showing
that it is monotone in k, such that a discrete Gronwall argument implies that uk “ vk.
The second result shows that the scheme preserves a discrete version of the entropy
inequality.
Theorem 2 (Discrete entropy inequality). Let Assumptions (H1)-(H4) and (A1)-(A3)
hold. Then the solution to scheme (21)-(22) constructed in Theorem 1 satisfies the discrete
entropy inequality
(25)
Hk ´Hk´1
△t
` Ik ď 0,
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with the discrete entropy
(26) Hk “
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
nÿ
i“0
`
uki,Kplog uki,K ´ 1q ` 1
˘
and the discrete entropy production
Ik “ D
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
ˆ
4
nÿ
i“1
uk0,σ
`puki,Kq1{2 ´ puki,Lq1{2˘2
` 4`puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2˘2 ` `uk0,K ´ uk0,L˘2˙.
Assumption (A3) is required to estimate the expression
řn
i“1 u
k
i,σ. In the continuous
case, this sum equals 1´ u0. On the discrete level, this identity cannot be expected since
the value of uki,σ depends on the upwinding value; see (18). If the drift part vanishes, the
upwinding value does not depend on i, as mentioned in Remark 2, and we can derive the
estimate
řn
i“1 u
k
i,σ ě 1 ´ uk0,σ; see Section 4.1. Note that the entropy production Ik is the
discrete counterpart of (7).
The main result of this paper is the convergence of the approximate solutions to a
solution to the continuous cross-diffusion system.
Theorem 3 (Convergence of the approximate solution). Let (H1)-(H4) and (A1)-(A3)
hold and let pTmq and p△tmq be sequences of admissible meshes and time steps, respectively,
such that hpTmq Ñ 0 and △tm Ñ 0 as mÑ 8. Let pu0,m, . . . , un,mq be the solution to (21)-
(22) constructed in Theorem 1. Then there exist functions u0, u “ pu1, . . . , unq satisfying
upx, tq P D,
u
1{2
0 , u
1{2
0 ui P L2p0, T ;H1pΩqq, i “ 1, . . . , n,
u
1{2
0,m Ñ u1{20 , u1{20,mui,m Ñ u1{20 ui strongly in L2pΩˆ p0, T qq,
where u is a weak solution to (1), (3)-(5) (with ΓN “ BΩ), i.e., for all φ P C80 pΩˆ r0, T qq
and i “ 1, . . . , n,
(27)
ż T
0
ż
Ω
uiBtφdxdt`
ż
Ω
uIiφp¨, 0qdx “ D
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
1{2
0
`
∇pu1{20 uiq ´ 3ui∇u1{20
˘ ¨∇φdxdt.
The compactness of the concentrations follows from the discrete gradient estimates de-
rived from the entropy inequality (25), for which we need Assumption (A3). By the discrete
Aubin-Lions lemma [17], we conclude the strong convergence of the sequence pu1{20,mq. The
difficult part is to show the strong convergence of pu1{20,mui,mq, since there is no control
on the discrete gradient of ui,m. The idea is to apply a discrete Aubin-Lions lemma of
“degenerate” type, proved in Lemma 10 in the appendix.
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3. Existence and uniqueness of approximate solutions
3.1. L8 bounds and existence of solutions. In order to prove the existence of solutions
to (15)-(20), we first consider a truncated problem. This means that we truncate the
expressions in (18); more precisely, we consider scheme (15), (16), and (20) with
uk0,K “ 1´
nÿ
i“1
puki,Kq`, uk0,σ “ maxt0, uk0,K, uk0,K,σu,
puk0,σ,i “
#
puk0,Kq` if ziDK,σpΦkq ě 0,
puk0,K,σq` if ziDK,σpΦkq ă 0,
(28)
uki,σ “
#
puki,Kq` if Vki,K,σ ě 0,
puki,K,σq` if Vki,K,σ ă 0,
where z` “ maxt0, zu for z P R and i “ 1, . . . , n. We show that this truncation is, in fact,
not needed if the initial data are nonnegative. In the following let (H1)-(H4) hold.
Lemma 4 (Nonnegativity of uki ). Let pu,Φq be a solution to (15), (16), (20), and (28).
Then uki,K ě 0 for all K P T , k P t1, . . . , Nu, and i “ 1, . . . , n. If uIi ą 0 and ui ą 0 then
also uki,K ą 0 for all K P T , k P t1, . . . , Nu.
Proof. We proceed by induction. For k “ 0, the nonnegativity holds because of our as-
sumptions on the initial data. Assume that uk´1i,L ě 0 for all L P T . Then let uki,K “
mintuki,L : L P T u for some K P T and assume that uki,K ă 0. The scheme writes as
(29) mpKqu
k
i,K ´ uk´1i,K
△t
“
ÿ
σPEK
τσDi
`
uk0,σDK,σpuki q ´ uki,σVki,K,σ
˘
.
By assumption, DK,σpuki q ě 0. If Vki,Kσ ě 0, we have ´uki,σVki,K,σ “ ´pui,Kq`Vi,K,σ “ 0 and
if Vki,K,σ ă 0, it follows that ´uki,σVki,K,σ “ ´puki,K,σq`Vki,K,σ ě 0. Hence, the right-hand side
of (29) nonnegative. However, the left-hand side is negative, which is a contradiction. We
infer that uki,K ě 0 and consequently, uki,L ě 0 for all L P T . When the initial data are
positive, similar arguments show the positivity of uki,L for L P T . 
We are able to show the nonnegativity of uk0,K “ 1 ´
řn
i“1 u
k
i,K only if the diffusion
coefficients are the same. The reason is that we derive an equation for uk0,K by summing
(15) for i “ 1, . . . , n, and this gives an equation for uk0,K only if Di “ D for all i “ 1, . . . , n.
Lemma 5 (Nonnegativity of uk0). Let Assumption (A2) hold and let pu,Φq be a solution
to (15), (16), (20), and (28). Then uk0,K ě 0 for all K P T , k P t1, . . . , Nu. If uI0 ą 0 and
ui ą 0 then also uk0,K ą 0 for all K P T , k P t1, . . . , Nu.
Proof. Again, we proceed by induction. The case k “ 0 follows from the assumptions.
Assume that uk´10,L ě 0 for all L P T . Then let uk0,K “ mintuk0,L : L P T u for some K P T
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and assume that uk0,K ă 0. Summing equations (15) from i “ 1, . . . , n, we obtain
mpKqu
k
0,K ´ uk´10,K
△t
“ D
ÿ
σPEK
τσ
´
uk0,σDK,σpuk0q `
nÿ
i“1
uki,σ
`
DK,σpuk0q ´ βzipuk0,σ,iDK,σpΦkq˘¯
ě ´D
ÿ
σPEK
τσ
nÿ
i“1
βzipuk0,σ,iDK,σpΦkq,(30)
since uk0,σ ě 0 and uki,σ ě 0 by construction and DK,σpuk0q ě 0 because of the minimality
property of uk0,K . The remaining expression is nonnegative:
´puk0,σiziDK,σpΦkq “
#
´puk0,Kq`ziDK,σpΦkq “ 0 if ziDK,σpΦkq ě 0,
´puk0,Lq`ziDK,σpΦkq ě 0 if ziDK,σpΦkq ă 0.
However, the left-hand side of (30) is negative, by induction hypothesis, which gives a
contradiction. 
Lemmas 4 and 5 imply that we may remove the truncation in (28). Moreover, by
definition, we have 1´řni“1 uki,K “ uk0,K ě 0 such that ukK “ puk1,K , . . . , ukn,Kq P D or, if the
initial and boundary data are positive, ukK P D.
Proposition 6 (Existence for the numerical scheme). Let Assumption (A2) hold. Then
scheme (15)-(20) has a solution pu,Φq which satisfies ukK P D for all K P T and k P N.
Proof. We argue by induction. For k “ 0, we have u0K P D by assumption. The function
Φ0 is uniquely determined by scheme (20), as this is a linear system of equations with
positive definite matrix. Assume the existence of a solution puk´1,Φk´1q with uk´1K P D.
Let m P N be the product of the number of species n and the number of cells K P T . For
given K P T and i “ 1, . . . , n, we define the function Fi,K : Rm ˆ r0, 1s Ñ R by
Fi,Kpu, ρq “ mpKq
ui,K ´ uk´1i,K
△t
´ ρD
ÿ
σPEK
τσ
´
u0,σDK,σpuiq ´ ui,σ
`
DK,σpu0q ´ pu0,σ,iβziDK,σpΦq˘¯.
where u0,K , ui,σ, u0,σ, and pu0,σi are defined in (28), and Φ is uniquely determined by (20).
Let F “ pFi,Kqi“1,...,n,KPT . Then F : Rm ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Rm is a continuous function. We wish
to apply the fixed-point theorem of [17, Theorem 5.1]. For this, we need to verify three
assumptions:
‚ The function u ÞÑ Fi,Kpu, 0q “ mpKqpui,K ´ uk´1i,K q{△t is affine.
‚ We have proved above that any solution to F pu, 1q “ 0 satisfies u P D or }u}8 ă 2.
A similar proof shows that any solution to F pu, ρq “ 0 with ρ P p0, 1q satisfies
}u}8 ă 2, too.
‚ The equation F pu, 0q “ 0 has the unique solution u “ uk´1 and consequently,
}u}8 “ }uk´1}8 ă 2.
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We infer the existence of a solution uk to F puk, 1q “ 0 satisfying }uk}8 ă 2. In fact, by
Lemmas 4 and 5, we find that uk P D. Hence, uk solves the original scheme (15)-(20). 
3.2. Uniqueness of solutions. The proof of Theorem 1 is completed when we show the
uniqueness of solutions to scheme (15)-(20) under the additional conditions (A1) and (A3).
Recall that in this case, the scheme is given by (21)-(22),
Step 1: uniqueness for u0. If k “ 0, the solution is uniquely determined by the initial
condition. Assume that uk´10 is given. Thanks to Assumptions (A2)-(A3), the sum of
(21)-(22) for i “ 1, . . . , n gives an equation for uk0 “ 1´
řn
i“1 u
k
i (in the following, we omit
the superindices k):
mpKqu0,K ´ u
k´1
0,K
△t
“ ´D
ÿ
σPEK,int
τσpu0,K ´ u0,Lq
ˆ
u0,σ `
nÿ
i“1
ui,σ
˙
“ ´D
ÿ
σPEK,int
τσpu0,K ´ u0,Lq
`
1` |u0,K ´ u0,L|
˘
,
where we used (23) in the last step.
Let u0 and v0 be two solutions to the previous equation and set w0 :“ u0´ v0. Then w0
solves
0 “ mpKqw0,K
△t
`D
ÿ
σPEK,int
τσpw0,K ´ w0,Lq
`D
ÿ
σPEK,int
τσ
`pu0,K ´ u0,Lq|u0,K ´ u0,L| ´ pv0,K ´ v0,Lq|v0,K ´ v0,L|˘.
We multiply this equation by w0,K{D, sum over K P T , and use discrete integration by
parts (14):
0 “
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
D
w20,K
△t
`
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpw0,K ´ w0,Lq2
`
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
`pu0,K ´ u0,Lq|u0,K ´ u0,L| ´ pv0,K ´ v0,Lq|v0,K ´ v0,L|˘pw0,K ´ w0,Lq.
The first two terms on the right-hand side are clearly nonnegative. We infer from the
elementary inequality py|y| ´ z|z|qpy ´ zq ě 0 for y, z P R, which is a consequence of the
monotonicity of z ÞÑ z|z|, that the third term is nonnegative, too. Consequently, the three
terms must vanish and this implies that w0,K “ 0 for all K P T . This shows the uniqueness
for u0.
Step 2: uniqueness for ui. Let u0 be the uniquely determined solution from the previous
step and let uk “ puk1, . . . , uknq and vk “ pvk1 , . . . , vknq be two solutions to (15). Similarly as
in [18], we introduce the semimetric
dεpuk, vkq “
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
nÿ
i“1
Hε1puki,K , vki,Kq, where
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Hε1pa, bq “ hεpaq ` hεpbq ´ 2hε
ˆ
a ` b
2
˙
and hεpzq “ pz ` εqplogpz ` εq ´ 1q ` 1. The parameter ε ą 0 is needed since uki,K or
vki,K may vanish and then the logarithm of u
k
i,K or v
k
i,K may be undefined. The objective
is to verify that limεÑ0 dεpuk, vkq “ 0 by estimating the discrete time derivative of the
semimetric, implying that uk “ vk.
First, we write
dεpuk, vkq ´ dεpuk´1, vk´1q “
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
nÿ
i“1
`
Hε1puki,K, vki,Kq ´Hε1puk´1i,K , vk´1i,K q
˘
.
The function Hε1 is convex since
D2Hε1pa, bq “
1
pa` εqpb` εqpa` b` 2εq
ˆ pb` εq2 ´pa` εqpb` εq
´pa` εqpb` εq pa` εq2
˙
.
Therefore, a Taylor expansion of Hε1 around puki,K, vki,Kq leads to
1
△t
`
dεpuk, vkq ´ dεpuk´1, vk´1q
˘
ď
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
△t
nÿ
i“1
"
DHε1puki,K , vki,Kq
ˆˆ
uki,K
vki,K
˙
´
ˆ
uk´1i,K
vk´1i,K
˙˙*
“
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
KPT
mpKqu
k
i,K ´ uk´1i,K
△t
ˆ
h1εpuki,Kq ´ h1ε
ˆ
uki,K ` vki,K
2
˙˙
`
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
KPT
mpKqv
k
i,K ´ vk´1i,K
△t
ˆ
h1εpvki,Kq ´ h1ε
ˆ
uki,K ` vki,K
2
˙˙
.
We insert the scheme (21)-(22) and use discrete integration by parts:
1
△t
`
dεpuk, vkq ´ dεpuk´1, vk´1q
˘ ď Sk1 ` Sk2 ` εSk3 ,
where
Sk1 “ ´D
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσu
k
0,σ
"`
uki,K ´ uki,L
˘`
logpuki,K ` εq ´ logpuki,L ` εq
˘
` `vki,K ´ vki,L˘` logpvki,K ` εq ´ logpvki,L ` εq˘
´ 2
ˆ
uki,K ` vki,K
2
´ u
k
i,L ` vki,L
2
˙ˆ
log
ˆ
uki,K ` vki,K
2
` ε
˙
´ log
ˆ
uki,L ` vki,L
2
` ε
˙˙*
,
Sk2 “ D
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpuk0,K ´ uk0,Lq
"
puki,σ ` εq
`
logpuki,K ` εq ´ logpuki,L ` εq
˘
` pvki,σ ` εq
`
logpvki,K ` εq ´ logpvki,L ` εq
˘
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´ 2
ˆ
uki,σ ` vki,σ
2
` ε
˙ˆ
log
ˆ
uki,K ` vki,K
2
` ε
˙
´ log
ˆ
uki,L ` vki,L
2
` ε
˙˙*
,
Sk3 “ ´D
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpuk0,K ´ uk0,Lq
"`
logpuki,K ` εq ´ logpuki,L ` εq
˘
` ` logpvki,K ` εq ´ logpvki,L ` εq˘
´ 2
ˆ
log
ˆ
uki,K ` vki,K
2
` ε
˙
´ log
ˆ
uki,L ` vki,L
2
` ε
˙˙*
We claim that Sk1 ď 0 and Sk2 ď 0. Indeed, with the definition Hε2pa, bq “ pa´ bqplogpa`
εq ´ logpb` εqq, we can reformulate Sk1 as
Sk1 “ ´D
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσu
k
0,σ
"
Hε2
`
uki,K, u
k
i,L
˘`Hε2`vki,K , vki,L˘
´ 2Hε2
ˆ
uki,K ` vki,K
2
,
uki,L ` vki,L
2
˙*
.
The Hessian of Hε2 ,
D2Hε2pa, bq “
˜
a`b`2ε
pa`εq2
´ a`b`2ε
pa`εqpb`εq
´ a`b`2ε
pa`εqpb`εq
a`b`2ε
pb`εq2
¸
,
is positive semidefinite. Therefore, performing a Taylor expansion up to second order, we
see that Sk1 ď 0.
Next, we show that Sk2 ď 0. For this, we assume without loss of generality for some
fixed σ “ K|L that uk0,K ď uk0,L. By definition of the scheme, uki,σ “ uki,K and vki,σ “ vki,K .
Set Hε3pa, bq “ pa ` εqplogpa ` εq ´ logpb ` εqq. The term in the curly bracket in Sk2 then
takes the form
(31)
`
uk0,K ´ uk0,L
˘"
Hε3
`
uki,K , u
k
i,L
˘`Hε3`vki,K , vki,L˘´ 2Hε3ˆuki,K ` vki,K2 , uki,L ` vki,L2
˙*
.
The Hessian of Hε3 ,
D2Hε3pa, bq “
ˆ
1
a`ε
´ 1
b`ε
´ 1
b`ε
a`ε
pb`εq2
˙
,
is also positive semidefinite, showing that (31) is nonpositive as uk0,K ´ uk0,L ď 0. If uk0,K ą
uk0,L, both factors of the product (31) change their sign, so that we arrive at the same
conclusion. Hence, Sk2 ď 0. We conclude that
dεpuk, vkq ´ dεpuk´1, vk´1q ď ε△tSk3 .
Since dεpu0, v0q “ 0, we find after resolving the recursion that
dεpuk, vkq ď ε△t
kÿ
ℓ“1
Sℓ3.
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As the densities uℓi,K are nonnegative and bounded by 1 for all K P T , for all ℓ ě 0 and
for all 1 ď i ď n, it is clear that řkℓ“1 εSℓ3 Ñ 0 when ε Ñ 0. Then, we may perform the
limit ε Ñ 0 in the previous inequality yielding dεpuk, vkq Ñ 0. A Taylor expansion as in
[28, end of Section 6] shows that dεpuk, vkq ě 18
ř
KPT mpKq
řn
i“1puki,K ´ vki,Kq2. We infer
that uk “ vk, finishing the proof.
4. Discrete entropy inequality and uniform estimates
4.1. Discrete entropy inequality. First, we prove (25).
Proof of Theorem 2. The idea is to multiply (15) by logpuk,εi,K{uk,ε0,Kq, where uk,εi,K :“ uki,K ` ε
for i “ 0, . . . , n. The regularization is necessary to avoid issues when the concentrations
vanish. After this multiplication, we sum the equations over i “ 1, . . . , n and K P T and
use discrete integration by parts to obtain
0 “
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
△tD
nÿ
i“1
puki,K ´ uk´1i,K q log
u
k,ε
i,K
u
k,ε
0,K
`
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
´
uk0,σ
`
uki,K ´ uki,L
˘´ uki,σ`uk0,K ´ uk0,L˘¯ˆ log uk,εi,K
u
k,ε
0,K
´ log u
k,ε
i,L
u
k,ε
0,L
˙
(32)
“ A0 `
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpA1 ` A2 `B1 `B2q,
where
A0 “
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
△tD
nÿ
i“0
puk,εi,K ´ uk´1,εi,K q log uk,εi,K ,
A1 “
nÿ
i“1
uk0,σ
`
u
k,ε
i,K ´ uk,εi,L
˘`
log uk,εi,K ´ log uk,εi,L
˘
,
A2 “ ´
nÿ
i“1
uk0,σ
`
uki,K ´ uki,L
˘`
log uk,ε0,K ´ log uk,ε0,L
˘
,
B1 “ ´
nÿ
i“1
uki,σ
`
uk0,K ´ uk0,L
˘`
log uk,εi,K ´ log uk,εi,L
˘
,
B2 “
nÿ
i“1
uki,σ
`
uk0,K ´ uk0,L
˘`
log uk,ε0,K ´ log uk,ε0,L
˘
.
The convexity of hpzq “ zplog z ´ 1q ` 1 implies the inequality hpuq ´ hpvq ď h1puqpu´ vq
for all u, v P R. Consequently,
A0 ě
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
△tD
nÿ
i“0
`
u
k,ε
i,Kplog uk,εi,K ´ 1q ´ uk´1,εi,K plog uk´1,εi,K ´ 1q
˘
.
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In order to estimate the remaining terms, we recall two elementary inequalities. Let y,
z ą 0. Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
(33)
`?
y ´?z˘2 “ ˆż y
z
ds
2
?
s
˙2
ď
ż y
z
ds
4
ż y
z
ds
s
“ 1
4
py ´ zqplog y ´ log zq,
and by the concavity of the logarithm,
(34) yplog y ´ log zq ě y ´ z ě zplog y ´ log zq.
Inequality (33) shows that
A1 ě 4
nÿ
i“1
uk0,σ
`puk,εi,Kq1{2 ´ puk,εi,Kq1{2˘.
We use the definition of uk0,K “ 1´
řn
i“1 u
k
i,K in A2 to find that
A2 “ uk0,σ
`
uk0,K ´ uk0,L
˘`
log uk,ε0,K ´ log uk,ε0,L
˘
.
We rewrite B1 by using the abbreviation u
k,ε
i,σ “ uki,σ ` ε:
B1 “ ´
nÿ
i“1
u
k,ε
i,σ
`
uk0,K ´ uk0,L
˘`
log uk,εi,K ´ log uk,εi,L
˘
` ε
nÿ
i“1
`
uk0,K ´ uk0,L
˘`
log uk,εi,K ´ log uk,εi,L
˘
“: B11 ` εB12.
We apply inequality (34) to B11. Indeed, if u
k
0,K ď uk0,L, we have uki,σ “ uki,K and we use the
first inequality in (34). If uk0,K ą uk0,L then uki,σ “ uki,L and we employ the second inequality
in (34). In both cases, it follows that
B11 ě ´
nÿ
i“1
`
uk0,K ´ uk0,L
˘`
u
k,ε
i,k ´ uk,εi,L
˘
“ ´`uk0,K ´ uk0,L˘ nÿ
i“1
`
u
k,ε
i,k ´ uk,εi,L
˘ “ `uk0,K ´ uk0,L˘2.
Finally, we consider B2. In view of Assumption (A3), equation (23) gives
(35)
nÿ
i“1
uki,σ “ 1´mintuk0,K , uk0,Lu ě 1´ uk0,σ,
and therefore, by (33),
B2 ě
`
1´ uk0,σ
˘`
u
k,ε
0,K ´ uk,ε0,L
˘`
log uk,ε0,K ´ log uk,ε0,L
˘
ě 4`puk,ε0,Kq1{2 ´ puk,ε0,Lq1{2˘2 ´ uk0,σ`uk0,K ´ uk0,L˘` log uk,ε0,K ´ log uk,ε0,L˘.
The last expression cancels with A2 such that
A2 `B2 ě 4
`puk,ε0,Kq1{2 ´ puk,ε0,Lq1{2˘2.
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Putting together the estimates for A0, A1, B1, and A2 `B2, we deduce from (32) thatÿ
KPT
mpKq
△t
nÿ
i“0
u
k,ε
i,Kplog uk,εi,K ´ 1q ´
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
△t
nÿ
i“1
u
k´1,ε
i,K plog uk´1,εi,K ´ 1q
`D
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
"
4
nÿ
i“1
u0,σ
`puk,εi,Kq1{2 ´ puk,εi,Lq1{2˘2
` 4`puk,ε0,Kq1{2 ´ puk,ε0,Lq1{2˘2 ` `uk0,K ´ uk0,L˘2*
ď ´εD`uk0,K ´ uk0,L˘ nÿ
i“1
`
log uk,εi,K ´ log uk,εi,L
˘
.
Since the right-hand side converges to zero as εÑ 0, we infer that (25) holds. 
4.2. A priori estimates. For the proof of the convergence result, we need estimates uni-
form in the mesh size hpT q and time step △t. The scheme provides uniform L8 bounds.
Further bounds are derived from the discrete entropy inequality of Theorem 2. We intro-
duce the discrete time derivative for functions v P HT ,△t by
(36) B△tt vk “
vk ´ vk´1
△t
, k “ 1, . . . , N.
Lemma 7 (A priori estimates). Let (H1)-(H4) and (A1)-(A3) hold. The solution u to
scheme (21)-(22) satisfies the following uniform estimates:
}u1{20 }1,T ,△t ` }u1{20 ui}1,T ,△t ď C, i “ 1, . . . , n,(37)
Nÿ
k“1
△t}B△tt uki }2´1,T ď C, i “ 0, . . . , n,(38)
where the constant C ą 0 is independent of the mesh T and time step size △t.
Proof. We claim that estimates (37) follow from the discrete entropy inequality (25). In-
deed, we sum (25) over k “ 1, . . . , N to obtain
HN `D
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
ˆ
4
nÿ
i“1
uk0,σ
`puki,Kq1{2 ´ puki,Lq1{2˘2
` 4`puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2˘2 ` `uk0,K ´ uk0,L˘2˙ ď H0.
Since the entropy at time t “ 0 is bounded independently of the discretization, we infer
immediately the bound for u
1{2
0 in HT ,△t. For the bound on u
1{2
0 ui in HT ,△t, we observe
that
puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L
“ ui,K
`puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2˘` puk0,Lq1{2`puki,Kq1{2 ` puki,Lq1{2˘`puki,Kq1{2 ´ puki,Lq1{2˘.
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Therefore, together with the L8 bounds on ui,ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘2
ď
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
`puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2˘2 ` 2 ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσu
k
0,σ
`puki,Kq1{2 ´ puki,Lq1{2˘2.
Then, summing over k “ 0, . . . , N and using the estimates from the entropy inequality, we
achieve the bound on u
1{2
0 ui.
It remains to prove estimate (38). To this end, let φ P HT be such that }φ}1,T “ 1 and
let k P t1, . . . , Nu and i P t1, . . . , nu. We multiply the scheme (21) by ΦK and we sum over
K P T . Using successively discrete integration by parts, the rewriting of the numerical
fluxes (24), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the L8 bounds on ui, we computeÿ
KPT
mpKq
△t
`
uki,K ´ uk´1i,K
˘
φK
“ D
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpuk0,σq1{2
`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘pφK ´ φLq
´D
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
`puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2˘
ˆ uki,σ
ˆ
puk0,σq1{2 ` 2
puk0,Kq1{2 ` puk0,Lq1{2
2
˙
pφK ´ φLq
ď D
ˆ ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘2˙1{2ˆ ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpφK ´ φLq2
˙1{2
` 3D
ˆ ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
`puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2˘2˙1{2ˆ ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpφK ´ φLq2
˙1{2
.
This shows that, for i “ 1, . . . , n,
Nÿ
k“1
△t
››››uki ´ uk´1i△t
››››2
´1,T
ď 2D2
Nÿ
k“1
△t
´››puk0q1{2uki ››21,T ` 9››puk0q1{2››21,T ¯ ď C,
as a consequence of (37). The estimate for △t´1puk0 ´ uk´10 q “ ´△t´1
řn
i“1puki ´ uk´1i q
follows from those for i “ 1, . . . , n, completing the proof. 
5. Convergence of the scheme
In this section, we establish the convergence of the sequence of approximate solutions,
constructed in Theorem 1, to a weak solution to (1), i.e., we prove Theorem 3.
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5.1. Compactness of the approximate solutions. In order to achieve the convergence
in the fluxes, we proceed as in [12] by defining the approximate gradient on a dual mesh.
For σ “ K|L P Eint, we define the new cell TKL as the cell with the vertexes xK , xL and
those of σ. For σ P Eext X EK , we define TKσ as the cell with vertex xK and those of σ.
Then Ω can be decomposed as
Ω “
ď
KPT
"ˆ ď
LPNK
TKL
˙
Y
ˆ ď
σPEext,K
TKσ
˙*
,
where NK denotes the set of neighboring cells of K. The discrete gradient ∇T ,△tv on
ΩT :“ Ωˆ p0, T q for piecewise constant functions v P HT ,△t is defined by
(39) ∇T ,△tvpx, tq “
$&%
mpσqpvkL ´ vkKq
mpTKLq nKL for x P TKL, t P pt
k, tk`1q,
0 for x P TKσ, t P ptk, tk`1q,
where nKL denotes the unit normal on σ “ K|L oriented from K to L. To simplify the
notation, we set ∇m :“ ∇Tm,△tm. The solution to the approximate scheme (21)-(22) is
called u0,m, u1,m, . . . , un,m.
Lemma 8. There exist functions u0 P L8pΩT qXL2p0, T ;H1pΩqq and u1, . . . , un P L8pΩT q
such that, possibly for subsequences, as mÑ8,
u0,m Ñ u0, u1{20,m Ñ u1{20 strongly in L2pΩT q,(40)
∇mu0,m á ∇u0, ∇mu1{20,m á ∇u1{20 weakly in L2pΩT q,(41)
u
1{2
0,mui,m Ñ u1{20 ui strongly in L2pΩT q,(42)
∇m
`
u
1{2
0,mui,m
˘á ∇pu1{20 uiq weakly in L2pΩT q,(43)
where i P t1, . . . , nu.
Proof. First, we claim that pu0,mq is uniformly bounded in HT ,△t. Indeed, by the L8
bounds and estimate (37),
}u0,m}21,T ,△t “
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ˆ ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpuk0,K ´ uk0,Lq2 `
ÿ
KPT
mpKqpuk0,Kq2
˙
“
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ˆ ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
`puk0,Kq1{2 ` puk0,Lq1{2˘2`puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2˘2
`
ÿ
KPT
mpKqpuk0,Kq2
˙
(44)
ď 4}u0,m}L8pΩT q}u1{20,m}21,T ,△t ` }u0,m}2L2pΩT q ď C.
By estimate (38), pB△tt u0,mq is uniformly bounded. Therefore, by the discrete Aubin-Lions
lemma (see Lemma 9 in the appendix), we conclude the existence of a subsequence (not
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relabeled) such that the first convergence in (40) holds. The strong convergence implies (up
to a subsequence) that u0,m Ñ u0 pointwise in ΩT and consequently u1{20,m Ñ u1{20 pointwise
in ΩT . Thus, together with the L
8 bound for u
1{2
0,m, we infer the second convergence in
(40).
The convergences in (41) are a consequence of the uniform estimates (37) and (44) and
the compactness result in [16, proof of Theorem 10.3]. Applying the discrete Aubin-Lions
lemma of “degenerate” type (see Lemma 10 in the appendix) to ym “ u1{20,m and zm “ ui,m for
fixed i P t1, . . . , nu, we deduce convergence (42). Finally, convergence (43) is a consequence
of (42) and the weak compactness of pu1{20,mui,mq, thanks to the uniform bound in (37). 
5.2. The limit m Ñ 8. We finish the proof of Theorem 3 by verifying that the limit
function u “ pu1, . . . , unq, as defined in Lemma 8, is a weak solution in the sense of the
theorem.
Let φ P C80 pΩˆr0, T qq and let m P N be large enough such that supp φ Ă Ωˆr0, pNm´
1q△tmq (recall that T “ Nm△tm). For the limit, we follow the strategy used, for instance,
in [12] and introduce the following notations:
F10pmq “ ´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
ui,mBtφdxdt´
ż
Ω
ui,mp0qφp0qdx,
F20pmq “
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
1{2
0,m∇mpu1{20,mui,mq∇φdxdt,
F30pmq “ 3
ż T
0
ż
Ω
u
1{2
0,mui,m∇mpu1{20,mq∇φdxdt.
The convergence results of Lemma 8 show that, as mÑ8,
F10pmq `DF20pmq ´DF30pmq Ñ ´
ż T
0
ż
Ω
uiBtφdxdt´
ż
Ω
u0iφp0qdx(45)
`D
ż T
0
ż
Ω
`
u
1{2
0 ∇pu1{20 uiq ´ 3u1{20 ui∇u1{20
˘
dxdt.
Next, setting φkK “ φpxK , tkq, we multiply scheme (21) by△tmφk´1K and sum over K P Tm
and k “ 1, . . . , Nm. Then
(46) F1pmq `DF2pmq ´DF3pmq “ 0,
where, omitting the subscript m from now on to simplify the notation,
F1pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
KPT
mpKq`uki,K ´ uk´1i,K ˘φk´1K ,
F2pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
KPT
ÿ
σPEK,int
τσpuk0,σq1{2
`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘φk´1K ,
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F3pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
KPT
ÿ
σPEK,int
τσ
`puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2˘
ˆ uki,σ
ˆ
puk0,σq1{2 ` 2
puk0,Kq1{2 ` puk0,Lq1{2
2
˙
φk´1K .
The aim is to show that Fi0pmq´Fipmq Ñ 0 as mÑ8 for i “ 1, 2, 3. Then, because of
(46), F10pmq `DF20pmq ´DF30pmq Ñ 0, which finishes the proof. We start by verifying
that F10pmq ´ F1pmq Ñ 0. For this, we rewrite F1pmq and F10pmq, using φNK “ 0:
F1pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
KPT
mpKquki,K
`
φk´1K ´ φkK
˘´ ÿ
KPT
mpKqφ0Ku0i,K ,
“ ´
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
KPT
ż tk
tk´1
ż
K
uki,KBtφpxK , tqdxdt´
ÿ
KPT
ż
K
u0i,KφpxK , 0qdx,
F10pmq “ ´
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
KPT
ż tk
tk´1
ż
K
uki,KBtφpx, tqdxdt´
ÿ
KPT
ż
K
u0i,Kφpx, 0qdx.
In view of the regularity of φ and the uniform L8 bound on ui, we find that
|F10pmq ´ F1pmq| ď CTmpΩq}φ}C2hpTmq Ñ 0 as mÑ8.
Using discrete integration by parts, the second integral becomes
F2pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpuk0,σq1{2
`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘`φk´1K ´ φk´1L ˘
“ F21pmq ` F22pmq,
where we have decomposed puk0,σq1{2 “ puk0,Kq1{2 ` ppuk0,σq1{2 ´ puk0,Kq1{2q, i.e.
F21pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσpuk0,Kq1{2
`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘`φk´1K ´ φk´1L ˘,
F22pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
`puk0,σq1{2 ´ puk0,Kq1{2˘`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘
ˆ `φk´1K ´ φk´1L ˘.
Furthermore, we write F20pmq “ G1pmq `G2pmq, where
G1pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
mpσq
mpTKLqpu
k
0,Kq1{2
`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘
ˆ
ż tk
tk´1
ż
TKL
∇φpx, tq ¨ nKσdxdt,
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G2pmq “
Nÿ
k“1
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
mpσq
mpTKLq
`puk0,Lq1{2 ´ puk0,Kq1{2˘`puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,L˘
ˆ
ż tk
tk´1
ż
TKLXL
∇φpx, tq ¨ nKσdxdt.
The aim is to show that F21pmq ´ G1pmq Ñ 0, F22pmq Ñ 0, and G2pmq Ñ 0. This
implies that
|F20pmq ´ F2pmq| “
ˇˇpG1pmq `G2pmqq ´ pF21pmq ` F22pmqqˇˇ
ď |G1 ´ F21| ` |G2| ` |F22| Ñ 0.
First we notice that, due to the admissibility of the mesh and the regularity of φ, by taking
the mean value over TKL,
(47)
ˇˇˇˇ ż tk
tk´1
ˆ
φk´1K ´ φk´1L
dσ
´ 1
mpTKLq
ż
TKL
∇φpx, tq ¨ nKσ
˙
dt| ď C△thpT q,
where the constant C ą 0 only depends on φ. It yields
|F21pmq ´G1pmq| ď ChpT q
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
mpσqˇˇpuk0,Kq1{2ui,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2ui,Lˇˇ
ď ChpT q}u1{20 ui}1,T ,△tpTmpΩqq1{2,
where the last estimate follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This proves that
|F21pmq ´G1pmq| Ñ 0 as mÑ8.
It remains to analyze the expressions F22pmq and G2pmq. To this end, we remark that
dσ ď hpT q and hence, together with the regularity of φ, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
|F22pmq| ď
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
ˇˇpuk0,σq1{2 ´ puk0,Kq1{2ˇˇ ˇˇpuk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,Lˇˇ
ˆ |φ
k´1
K ´ φk´1L |
dσ
dσ
ď ChpT q}φ}C1
Nÿ
k“1
△t
ÿ
σ“K|LPEint
τσ
ˇˇpuk0,σq1{2 ´ puk0,Kq1{2ˇˇ
ˆ ˇˇpuk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ puk0,Lq1{2uki,Lˇˇ
ď ChpT q}φ}C1}u1{20 }1,T ,△t}u1{20 ui}1,T ,△t ď ChpT q,
The term G2pmq can be estimated in a similar way.
Finally, we need to show that |F30pmq´F3pmq| Ñ 0. The proof is completely analogous
to the previous arguments, sinceˇˇˇˇ
3puk0,Kq1{2uki,K ´ uki,σ
ˆ
puk0,σq1{2 ` 2
puk0,Kq1{2 ` puk0,Lq1{2
2
˙ˇˇˇˇ
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ΓD
ΓN
ΓD
ΓN
Figure 1. Schematic picture of the ion channel Ω used for the simulations.
Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on ΓD (blue), homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions on ΓN (black). The red circles represent the
confined O1{2´ ions.
ď C`puk0,σq1{2|uki,K ´ uki,L| ` |puk0,Kq1{2 ´ puk0,Lq1{2|˘.
Summarizing, we have proved that |Fi0pmq´Fipmq| Ñ 0 for i “ 1, 2, 3, and since F1pmq `
DF2pmq´DF3pmq “ 0, the convergence (45) shows that u solves (27). This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.
6. Numerical experiments
We present numerical simulations of a calcium-selective ion channel in two space di-
mensions to illustrate the dynamical behavior of the ion transport model. Numerical
simulations in one space dimension can be found in [11] for stationary solutions and in [20]
for transient solutions. The channel is modeled as in [21]. The selectivity of the channel
is obtained by placing some confined oxygen ions (O1{2´) inside the channel region. These
ions contribute to the permanent charge density f “ ´uox{2 in the Poisson equation, but
also to the total sum of the concentrations. We consider three further types of ions: cal-
cium (Ca2`, u1), sodium (Na
`, u2), and chloride (Cl
´, u3). While the concentrations of
these ion species satisfy the evolution equations (1), the oxygen concentration is constant
in time and given by the piecewise linear function
uoxpx, yq “ uox,max ˆ
$’’’&’’’%
1 for 0.45 ď x ď 0.55,
10px´ 0.35q for 0.35 ď x ď 0.45,
10p0.65´ xq for 0.55 ď x ď 0.65,
0 else,
where the scaled maximal oxygen concentration equals uox,max “ pNA{utypq ¨ 52mol/L,
where NA « 6.022 ¨ 1023mol´1 is the Avogadro constant and utyp “ 3.7037 ¨ 1025L´1 the
typical concentration (taken from [11, Table 1]). This gives uox,max « 0.84. The solvent
concentration is computed according to u0 “ 1 ´
ř3
i“1 ui ´ uox. The physical parameters
used in our simulations are taken from [11, Table 1], and the channel geometry is depicted
in Figure 1. The boundary conditions are chosen as in [11, Section 5].
The simulations are performed with the full set of equations (1)-(2) without assuming
(A1)-(A3). The finite-volume scheme (15)-(20) is implemented using MATLAB, version
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R2015a. The nonlinear system defined by the implicit scheme is solved with a full Newton
method in the variables u0, u1, u2, u3, Φ for every time step. The computations are done
with a fixed time step size △t “ 10´3 until the stationary state is approximately reached,
i.e., until the discrete L2 norm between the solutions at two consecutive time steps is smaller
than 10´12. We employ an admissible mesh with 4736 elements generated by the MATLAB
command initmesh, which produces Delauney meshes. As initial data, piecewise linear
functions that connect the boundary values are chosen for the ion concentrations, while
the initial potential is computed from the Poisson equation using the initial concentrations
as charge density.
Figures 2 and 3 show the concentration profiles and the electric potential after 50 and
1400 time steps, respectively. The equilibrium is approximately reached after 1653 time
steps. The profiles depicted in Figure 3 are already very close to the stationary state
and correspond qualitatively well to the one-dimensional stationary profiles presented in
[11]. We observe that during the evolution, sodium inside the channel is replaced by the
stronger positively charged calcium ions. For higher initial calcium concentrations, the
calcium selectivity of the channel acts immediately.
The simulations suggest that the solution tends towards a steady state as t Ñ 8. The
large-time behavior can be quantified by computing the relative entropy Ek with respect
to the stationary solution, where
Ek “
ÿ
KPT
mpKq
nÿ
i“0
uki,K log
ˆ
uki,K
u8i,K
˙
` λ
2
2
ÿ
σPE
τσDK,σpΦk ´ Φ8q2
and pu8i,K ,Φ8q is the constant steady state determined from the boundary data. Figure
4 shows that the relative entropy as well as the discrete L1 norms of the concentrations
and electric potential decay with exponential rate. Interestingly, after some initial phase,
the convergence is rather slow and increases after this intermediate phase. This phase
can be explained by the degeneracy at u0 “ 0, which causes a small entropy production
slowing down diffusion. Indeed, as shown in [20] for the one-dimensional setting, a small
change in the oxygen concentration may prolong the intermediate phase of slow convergence
drastically.
Since Assumptions (A1)-(A3) are not satisfied in our test case, the convergence result of
Theorem 3 cannot be applied here. However, we still observe convergence of the numerical
solutions. As the exact solution is not known explicitly, we compute a reference solution on
a very fine mesh with 75 776 elements and mesh size hpT q « 0.01. This mesh is obtained
from the coarse mesh by a regular refinement, dividing the triangles into four triangles of
the same shape. The reference solution is compared to approximate solutions on coarser
nested meshes. In Figure 5, the errors in the discrete L1 norm between the reference
solution and the solutions on the coarser meshes at two fixed time steps k “ 50 and
k “ 1400 are plotted. We clearly observe the expected first-order convergence in space.
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Figure 2. Scaled concentrations of calcium, sodium, and chloride ions and
electric potential after 50 time steps.
Appendix A. Auxiliary results
We prove two versions of discrete Aubin-Lions lemmas. The first one is a consequence
of [19, Theorem 3.4], the second one extends Lemma 13 in [22] to the discrete case. The
latter result is new. Recall that ΩT “ Ω ˆ p0, T q, ∇m “ ∇Tm,△tm is the discrete gradient
defined in (39), and B△tt is the discrete time derivative defined in (36).
Lemma 9 (Discrete Aubin-Lions). Let } ¨ }1,Tm be the norm on HTm defined in (11) with
the dual norm } ¨ }´1,Tm given by (12), and let pumq Ă HTm,△tm be a sequence of piecewise
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Figure 3. Scaled concentrations of calcium, sodium, and chloride ions and
electric potential after 1400 time steps (close to equilibrium).
constants in time functions with values in HTm satisfying
Nmÿ
k“1
△t
`}ukm}21,Tm ` }B△tmt ukm}2´1,Tm˘ ď C,
where C ą 0 is independent of the size of the mesh and the time step size. Then there
exists a subsequence, which is not relabeled, such that, as mÑ8,
um Ñ u strongly in L2pΩT q,
∇mum á ∇u weakly in L2pΩT q.
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Figure 4. Relative entropy (left) and discrete L1 error relative to the equi-
librium (right) over the number of time steps.
Proof. The result is a consequence of Theorem 3.4 in [19]. To apply this theorem, we have
to show that the discrete norms } ¨ }1,Tm and } ¨ }´1,Tm satisfy the assumptions of Lemma
3.1 in [19]:
(1) For any sequence pvmq Ă HTm such that there exists C ą 0 with }vm}1,Tm ď C for
all m P N, there exists v P L2pΩq such that, up to a subsequence, vm Ñ v in L2pΩq.
(2) If vm Ñ v strongly in L2pΩq and }vm}´1,Tm Ñ 0 as mÑ8, then v “ 0.
The first property is proved in, for instance, [17, Lemma 5.6]. Here, we need assumption
(10) on the mesh. The second property can be replaced, according to [19, Remark 6], by
the condition that } ¨ }1,Tm and } ¨ }´1,Tm are dual norms with respect to the L2pΩq norm,
which is the case here. We infer that there exists a subsequence of pumq, which is not
relabeled, such that um Ñ u strongly in L2pΩT q. The weak convergence of the discrete
gradients can be proved as in Lemma 4.4 in [12]. Indeed, the boundedness of p∇mumq in
L2 implies the convergence to some function χ P L2pΩT q (up to a subsequence). In order
to show that χ “ ∇u, it remains to verify that for all test functions φ P C80 pΩT ;Rdq,ż T
0
ż
Ω
∇mum ¨ φdxdt`
ż T
0
ż
Ω
um div φdxdtÑ 0 as mÑ 8.
This limit follows from the definition of ∇mum and the regularity of the mesh. We refer to
[12, Lemma 4.4] for details. 
Lemma 10 (Discrete Aubin-Lions of “degenerate” type). Let pymq and pzmq be sequences
in HTm,△tm which are bounded in L
8pΩT q and let pymq be relatively compact in L2pΩT q,
i.e., up to a subsequence, ym Ñ y strongly in L2pΩT q and zm á˚ z weakly* in L8pΩT q.
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Figure 5. Discrete L1 error relative to the reference solution at two different
time steps over the mesh size hpT q.
Furthermore, suppose that, for some constant C ą 0 independent of m,
Nmÿ
k“1
△tm
`}ykm}21,Tm ` }ykmzkm}21,Tm ` }B△tmt zkm}2´1,Tm˘ ď C.
Then there exists a subsequence which is not relabeled such that ymzm Ñ yz strongly in
L2pΩT q as mÑ8.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to use the Kolmogorov-Riesz theorem [9, Theorem 4.26] as
in the continuous case; see [10, Section 4.4] or [22, Lemma 13]. The discrete case, however,
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makes necessary some changes in the calculations. We need to show that
(48) lim
pξ,τqÑ0
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
`pymzmqpx` ξ, t` τq ´ pymzmqpx, tq˘2dxdt “ 0
uniformly in m, where ω Ă Ω satisfies x` ξ P Ω for all x P ω. First, we separate the space
and time translation:ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
´
pymzmqpx` ξ, t` τq ´ pymzmqpx, tq
¯2
dxdt
ď 2
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
´
pymzmqpx` ξ, t` τq ´ pymzmqpx, t` τq
¯2
dxdt
` 2
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
´
pymzmqpx, t ` τq ´ pymzmqpx, tq
¯2
dxdt “: I1 ` I2.
For the estimate of I1, we apply a result for space translations of piecewise constant func-
tions v with uniform bounds in the discrete H1pΩq norm, namely
}vp¨ ` ξq ´ v}2L2pΩq ď |ξ|
`|ξ| ` ChpT q˘}v}21,T
for appropriate ξ, where C ą 0 only depends on Ω [15, Lemma 4]. This shows that
I1 ď C1|ξ|
`|ξ| ` ChpTmq˘
converges to zero as ξ Ñ 0 uniformly in m.
For the second integral I2, we write
I2 ď 4
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
zmpx, t` τq2
`
ympx, t` τq ´ ympx, tq
˘2
dxdt
` 4
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
ympx, tq2
`
zmpx, t` τq ´ zmpx, tq
˘2
dxdt “: I21 ` I22.
The L8 bounds on zm give
I21 ď C
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
`
ympx, t` τq ´ ympx, tq
˘2
dxdt.
By assumption, the sequence pymq is relatively compact in L2pΩT q. Therefore, we can
apply the inverse of the Kolmogorov-Riesz theorem [9, Exercise 4.34] to conclude that I21
converges to zero as τ Ñ 0 uniformly in m.
The analysis of I22 is more involved. We split the integral in several parts:
I22 “
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
ympx, tq2zmpx, tq
`
zmpx, tq ´ zmpx, t ` τq
˘
dxdt
`
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
ympx, t` τq2zmpx, t` τq
`
zmpx, t ` τq ´ zmpx, tq
˘
dxdt
`
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
`
ympx, tq2 ´ ympx, t ` τq2
˘
zmpx, t ` τq
`
zmpx, t ` τq ´ zmpx, tq
˘
dxdt
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“: J1 ` J2 ` J3.
The first two integrals J1 and J2 are treated similarly as in [8, Lemma 3.11]. Indeed, let
rss denote the smallest integer larger or equal to s. Defining nmptq :“ rt{△tms, we can
formulate
zmpx, t ` τq ´ zmpx, tq “
nmpt`τqÿ
k“nmptq`1
`
zkm,K ´ zk´1m,K
˘
for x P K, 0 ď t ď T ´ τ . With this formulation, we can bound J1, using the duality of
} ¨ }1,Tm and } ¨ }´1,Tm :
J1 ď
ż T´τ
0
ˆ ÿ
KPTm
mpKq`ynmptqm,K ˘2znmptqm,K nmpt`τqÿ
k“nmptq`1
`
zk´1m,K ´ zkm,K
˘˙
dt
ď
ż T´τ
0
ˆ nmpt`τqÿ
k“nmptq`1
››pynmptqm q2znmptqm ››1,Tm››zkm ´ zk´1m ››´1,Tm
˙
dt
ď 1
2
ż T´τ
0
nmpt`τqÿ
k“nmptq`1
△tm}pynmptqm q2znmptqm }21,Tmdt
` 1
2
ż T´τ
0
nmpt`τqÿ
k“nmptq`1
1
△tm
››zkm ´ zk´1m ››2´1,Tmdt
ď τ
2
Nmÿ
k“1
△tm}pykmq2zkm}21,Tm `
τ
2
Nmÿ
k“1
1
△tm
››zkm ´ zk´1m ››2´1,Tm ,
where the last inequality follows from [5, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2]. Let us remark that, for all
σ “ K|L P Eint, we can rewrite
pyKq2zK ´ pyLq2zL “ yK ` yL
2
pyKzK ´ yLzLq ` yKzK ` yLzL
2
pyK ´ yLq.
Then,
}pykmq2zkm}21,Tm ď mpΩq}pykmq2zkm}2L8pΩq ` }ykm}L8pΩq}ykmzkm}1,Tm ` }ykmzkm}L8pΩq}ykm}1,Tm.
Hence, J1 ď Cτ for some C ą 0. An analogous estimation leads to J2 ď Cτ . It remains to
estimate the integral J3. For this, we use, similar to the treatment of I21, the L
8 bounds
on ym and zm:
J3 ď C
ż T´τ
0
ż
ω
ˇˇ
ympx, t ` τq ´ ympx, tq
ˇˇ
dxdt.
This expression converges to zero uniformly in m because of the relative compactness of
pymq in L2pΩT q.
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We deduce from the previous computations that (48) holds true. Therefore, the product
pymzmq converges strongly in L2pΩT q, up to some subsequence, and in view of the conver-
gences ym Ñ y strongly in L2pΩT q and zm á˚ z weakly* in L8p0, T ;L8pΩqq, the limit of
pymzmq equals yz, which finishes the proof. 
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